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In “The Falling World,” Jade, sister queen of the Indigo Cloud Court, has traveled with Chime

and Balm to another Raksuran court. When she fails to return, her consort, Moon, along with

Stone and a party of warriors and hunters, must track them down. Finding them turns out to be

the easy part; freeing them from an ancient trap hidden in the depths of the Reaches is much

more difficult.“The Tale of Indigo and Cloud” explores the history of the Indigo Cloud Court,

long before Moon was born. In the distant past, Indigo stole Cloud from Emerald Twilight. But in

doing so, the reigning Queen Cerise and Indigo are now poised for a conflict that could spark

war throughout all the courts of the Reaches.Stories of Moon and the shape changers of

Raksura have delighted readers for years. This world is a dangerous place full of strange

mysteries, where the future can never be taken for granted and must always be fought for with

wits and ingenuity, and often tooth and claw. With two brand-new novellas, Martha Wells shows

that the world of the Raksura has many more stories to tell . . .



Praise for Martha Wells and the Books of the Raksura“Martha Wells’ Raksura books are

dense, and complex, with truly amazing world building, and non-human characters who are

quite genuinely alien, yet still comprehensible and sympathetic. The characters, particularly the

protagonist, Moon, are compelling and flawed and likable. The plots are solid and fast moving.

But it’s the world that really astounds. There is a depth and breadth and sheer alienness here

that I have rarely seen in any novel. Shape-shifters, flying ships, city-trees, six kazillion sentient

races, floating islands, and on and on and on.”—Kelly McCullough, author of the WebMage

series and the Fallen Blade novels“Using its alien protagonist to explore the politics of gender

and belonging, this is a fascinating read for SF readers looking for something out of the

ordinary.”—Publishers Weekly (starred review)“The Cloud Roads has wildly original

worldbuilding, diverse and engaging characters, and a thrilling adventure plot. It’s that rarest of

fantasies: fresh and surprising, with a story that doesn’t go where ten thousand others have

gone before. I can’t wait for my next chance to visit the Three Worlds!”—N. K. Jemisin, author

of The Hundred Thousand Kingdoms“Filled with vivid action and memorable characters, The

Cloud Roads is a terrific science fiction adventure story with a heart. I read it eagerly and look

forward to its sequel with great anticipation.”—Sarah Prineas, author of The Magic Thief“It

reminds me of the SF/F fantasy I read as a teen, long before YA was categorized. Those books

explored adult concepts without ‘adult content’; the complexity of morality and the potential,

uncaring harshness of life. This story’s conclusion satisfies on all those counts as well as

leaving me eager for the sequel.”—Juliet E. McKenna, Interzone“There’s so much to like here:

multiple sapient species sharing a world (or NOT sharing) with complex gender roles, wildly

differing societies, and varying technologies. This is rigorous fantasy without the trappings of

European medievalism. And most of all, it’s riveting storytelling.”—Steven Gould, author of

Jumper and 7th Sigma“Martha Wells’ books always make me remember why I love to read. In

The Cloud Roads, she invents yet another rich and astonishingly detailed setting, where many

races and cultures uneasily co-exist in a world constantly threatened by soulless predators. But

the vivid world-building and nonstop action really serve as a backdrop for the heart of the novel

—the universal human themes of loneliness, loss, and the powerful drive to find somewhere to

belong.”—Sharon Shinn, author of Troubled Waters“Wells … has created a new world of

dragonlike shapeshifters and human tribes that could serve as the background for future

novels in this exotic setting. Concise storytelling and believable characters make this a good

addition to most fantasy collections.”—Library Journal“The Serpent Sea is a wonderful and

spellbinding sequel to The Cloud Roads, which was one of the best fantasy books of 2011. It

gloriously continues the saga of the shapeshifting Raksura.”—“A rousing tale of a lost boy who

finds his way home and discovers that he has a role to play in saving the world. High-octane

fight scenes nicely contrast with Moon’s emotional growth and developing romance. Genre fans

looking for something different will find this just what they needed.”—School Library Journal

Blog“With these books Wells is writing at the top of her game, and given their breadth,

originality, and complexity, this series is showing indications it could become one of the

landmark series of the genre.”—Adventures Fantastic“I loved The Serpent Sea. It’s

extraordinary story telling with engaging characters in an enchanting world I want to visit.”—

Diana Pharaoh Francis, author of the Path and Crosspointe series“I loved this book. This has

Wells’ signature worldbuilding and wholly real character development, and her wry voice shines

through. I can’t even explain how real the world felt, in which each race and city and culture

had such well-drawn back story that they lived on even outside the main plot.”—Patrice Sarath,



author of Gordath Wood and Red Gold Bridge“The Cloud Roads is a terrific fantasy novel that

stands out due to imaginative worldbuilding, accomplished writing and engaging storytelling.

For everyone else, The Cloud Roads is a proud example of what the genre is capable of

producing.”—Fantasy Book Critic“Another excellent and wonderful view into the universe of the

Three Worlds and its fascinating inhabitants.”—SF Signal“First off, the world revealed within

this story is nothing short of amazingly detailed and intriguing…. you’ll find this an imaginative

and engaging novel.”—John Vogt,“This novel is a must-read for any sci-fi fan. Moon is a

delightful character and a great focal point for the story. The world the author has created is

wonderfully complex and vivid and has wonderful layers of characters, cultures and

creatures.”—Portland Book Review“Wells remains a compelling storyteller whose clear prose,

goal-driven plotting, and witty, companionable characters should win her fans among those

who enjoy the works of writers such as John Scalzi and Lois McMaster Bujold.”—Matt Denault,

Strange Horizons“The Serpent Sea is a worthy sequel to The Cloud Roads and it features all

of the strengths (fantastic world-building, great story, awesome characters) of that first novel. It

is so easy to fall in love with this series and the reasons are manifold.”—The Book Smugglers“I

really loved Book 3, which wound up as my favorite book of the trilogy…. I’ll be pushing it on

everybody who loves great writing, ornate worlds and wonderfully-drawn nonhuman

characters. And I am also looking up Martha Wells’ backlist, right now.”—Rachel Neumeier,

author of Lord of the Changing Winds and Black Dog“This is the type of Fantasy series I

absolutely love—and highly recommend as a worthwhile series to read and fall in love with….

The Siren Depths closes the series really well.”—The Book Smugglers“The first two books,

The Cloud Roads and The Serpent Sea, were excellent, but in my opinion The Siren Depths is

an even better and more satisfying book, because it takes the series to a whole new level of

depth.”—“The Siren Depths has more of what I’ve come to love about the Books of the Raksura

—a compelling story, great world-building in a unique setting, and lovable characters with very

realistic problems. In my opinion, it’s also the most satisfying installment in the series.”—

Fantasy Café“Truly inventive and stunningly imaginative world-building perfectly melded with

vivid, engaging characters make the Books of the Raksura one of my all-time favorite science-

fiction series.”—Kate Elliott, author of The Spiritwalker Trilogy“Martha Wells writes fantasy the

way it was meant to be—poignant, evocative, and astonishing. Prepare to be captivated ‘til the

sun comes up.”—Kameron Hurley, author of God’s War, Infidel, and RaptureSTORIES of the
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Jade left for Ocean Winter, Moon had a stupid argument with Chime.“You’re going?” Moon

asked, startled. Jade would be taking five warriors with her, which was usual for a queen



making a visit to another court, but he hadn’t thought Chime would be one of them.Chime

looked up, worried. “You don’t want me to go?”They were in the greeting hall, the heart of the

Indigo Cloud court’s colony tree, sitting near the pool fed by a narrow fall of water that

streamed down the polished wood wall. The hall lay at the bottom of the huge well that spiraled

through the center of the tree, stairways criss-crossing upward, leading to overhanging

balconies, and the soft illumination coming from shells spelled to glow that formed part of the

decorative inlay. When they had first arrived here nearly a turn ago, the place had been

desolate and empty; now it was busy with warriors flitting around the upper levels and Arbora

bustling back and forth, storing away baskets of roots. One of the more important harvests had

ended today, so there was going to be a gathering to celebrate it, and to wish Jade luck on her

trading trip.Moon shrugged. “No, no, it’s fine if you go. I just thought … You aren’t normally

excited about leaving the colony.” He had been certain that Chime would use the fact that

Moon wasn’t going as an excuse to stay behind as well. Five changes of the month ago, when

they had returned from Opal Night, Chime had acted as if he never wanted to leave the court

again. A normal warrior would have been honored to go on a trip with the court’s sister queen,

but then Chime wasn’t a normal warrior. Moon wasn’t a normal consort, either, and that was

one of the reasons why they had been drawn to each other.“I know. I’m not.” Chime ran his

fingers through the water at the edge of the pool, startling a few tiny flying lizards who had

taken up residence there. He was in his groundling form, where he had dark bronze skin, fluffy

light hair, and usually a stubborn expression, though now he just looked thoughtful and a little

worried. When he shifted, he would be a dark reflective blue, with a gold sheen under his

scales. Moon’s groundling form was much the same, lean and angular, with dark bronze skin,

dark hair and green eyes. Chime continued, “But I’m hoping that if I talk to the Ocean Winter

Arbora, they’ll let me into their libraries.” He shrugged uneasily. “It’s an older court. Maybe

they’ll have something on Arbora who change into warriors.”“Something that Opal Night didn’t

have?” Moon asked, and tried not to sound skeptical. Opal Night was one of the oldest courts

in the Reaches, possibly the oldest one, and Chime had been all through their libraries.Chime

sighed, partly resigned and partly annoyed, as he was well aware of all these objections. “I

know. But Opal Night’s always been a prosperous court, as far back as their histories go. Their

recorded instances of this—” he waved at himself “—happening were all secondhand from

other courts. Ocean Winter is old, but it’s never been as big. I’m just hoping they have a

firsthand account somewhere.”Moon said, “Or a firsthand account of how someone got

changed back.” Shifting was what defined a Raksura; you were either an Aeriat—an infertile

warrior or a fertile consort or queen, who shifted to a winged form—or an Arbora who shifted to

a wingless form but still had the colorful scales, the razor claws, the tail, the spines, and the

other things that made you Raksura. But before Moon had come to Indigo Cloud, Chime had

been an Arbora mentor, and had shifted one day and found himself a warrior, gaining wings but

losing the powers of healing and divination that only Arbora mentors had. He had never been

reconciled to the change.At Opal Night, Chime had found mentions of Arbora transforming into

warriors, and confirmation of what they already knew, that it only happened to courts under

pressure from disease, food shortages, or reduced population. He hadn’t found any mention of

mentors-turned-warriors having odd flashes of insight or being able to hear things they

shouldn’t. Chime had had moments where he knew upper air dwellers like cloud-walkers or sky-

sailors were passing overhead, and sometimes he could hear a distant rumble that might be

the voices of the mountain-trees.Chime had left Opal Night with little more knowledge than he

had started with, and a promise from some of the mentors to send word to him if they stumbled

on any more information in their own searches. Moon didn’t think he was going to get anything



better than that at Ocean Winter.Chime poked absently at one of the lizards, which hissed at

him and fluttered its wings. “I’m a fool, I know that too.”“I don’t think you’re a fool. I just … have

a lot of experience with looking for things without much chance of finding them, for turns and

turns.” Moon had been orphaned as a fledgling and grew up outside the courts, not even

knowing he was a Raksura or what a Raksura was. Being found and hauled away to Indigo

Cloud had been filled with revelations, some of them disturbing. He didn’t regret any of it now,

but he could sympathize with both the need to dig into the unknown and the urge to leave

things as they were.Chime grimaced. “You found what you were looking for.”“It found me, a long

time after I gave up.” Moon watched the Arbora, mainly Rill, Weave, Snap, and Bark rolling out

the mats and cushions across the hall floor where everyone would sit for the gathering. The air

was filled with the scents of baking flatbread, spiced roots, and other treats. He had never

thought he would have a home of any kind, let alone one like this. He had trouble imagining

wanting anything else, now. Maybe he didn’t have as much sympathy for Chime’s problem as

he should. Chime had grown up with this, knowing who he was, protected by a large number of

affectionate and quarrelsome Raksura.“So I should give up?” Chime didn’t sound impressed.

“And somehow the answer will just show up?”“No.” There wasn’t much resemblance between

the two situations, after all. “But I think …” Moon realized he was about to tell Chime that he

should give up, just accept what had happened to him. It sounded like good advice inside his

head, but he had the feeling that once he said it, it would sound terrible. “I don’t know what I

think.” And if it was making Chime feel better to search for answers, then he didn’t want to

discourage him.“I think you think I’m wasting my effort.”“No, I don’t think that. It’s not like you

have other things to do.” Chime stared at him, and Moon thought, why did I say that? He

seemed to have lost what little ability he had had to talk to people. “That’s not what I

meant.”Blossom called out, “Come on, we’re ready!” and Chime pushed to his feet and stalked

away before Moon could say anything else.“I said something stupid to Chime,” Moon told Jade

later in her bower.“You had an argument?” she asked. It was long after the gathering, and she

was sitting on a fur mat, sorting out jewelry to take with her tomorrow. Just because Indigo

Cloud had the upper hand in this alliance didn’t mean Jade didn’t have to try to impress the

reigning Queen of Ocean Winter. Not that Moon thought Jade needed anything but herself to

impress anyone with. Like all Raksuran queens, she had no groundling form and could shift

only between her winged form and a wingless shape that looked more like an Arbora. Her

scales were blue, with a silver-gray web pattern. Behind her head, the frills and spines formed

an elaborate mane, reaching all the way down her back to her tail.Ocean Winter had already

visited Indigo Cloud for a formal greeting between courts. The sister queen had come with her

consort, and it had all been very correct and dull. Now Jade was going to return their visit so

they could work out the details of a trading agreement between the two courts. Since the

alliance between Opal Night, the most powerful court in the Reaches, they had had more

greetings and requests for alliances than they could handle. Ocean Winter was not a

particularly prestigious court, and Jade had decided it was better if Moon didn’t accompany

her, so as to make it clear just which court was the one begging for a trade alliance.Moon put

the kettle on the heated stones in the bowl hearth set into the floor. Mentors could spell stones

and plants and other objects to make them produce light or heat, something else important to

the court that Chime couldn’t do anymore. “I don’t think you can call it an argument when one

person says stupid things and the other just stares at them.”Jade looked up, lifting one scaled

brow. “I think you can call that an argument.”“I talked to him later at the gathering, and I think

he was over it, but … I don’t want to tell him he should stop trying to find out more about what

happened to him.” Chime was increasingly obsessed with exploring what it meant to change



from a mentor to a warrior, and the strange and erratic flashes of insight he had were

sometimes helpful, and more often just taunting reminders of the mentors’ skills and powers he

no longer had. “But …”“But you think he should stop.”“Yes. I do.” Moon shook his head. He

knew he was a fatalist. He had spent most of his life not expecting to be particularly happy or

comfortable, looking for the basics of shelter, food, and company that wasn’t actively trying to

kill him. Maybe he just didn’t understand what Chime was really looking for or why. But Moon

had gotten the answers he had needed from Opal Night, so maybe he was right that he didn’t

understand Chime’s situation as much as he thought he did. “Maybe that’s just me.”“I don’t

know.” Jade sighed. “This court has had so many changes in the past few turns, but nothing

has been as strange as what happened to Chime when he changed.” She gathered the jewelry

into a heap and set it aside. “He’s going to have to work it out for himself, to try to find a mental

place where he can live with it.”“So you think I should just shut up.”Jade smiled. “I think you

should shut up and come over here.”Later, half-asleep and sated, Jade sleeping on top of him

with one leg still pressed possessively between his thighs, Moon decided Jade was right and

he should just keep his mouth shut about it. Chime would be leaving tomorrow with Jade and

the others, and by the time he came back there would be other things to talk about. Moon’s

opinion wasn’t going to change, and Chime needed to work this out for himself.TWENTY DAYS

LATERMoon circled the pond. Maybe he should bring the Sky Copper clutch out here to teach

them about drains, since that was apparently going to be the main concern of the Indigo Cloud

colony for the rest of their lives.Snap surfaced with a spray of muddy water and gasped. “I think

I see the problem.”Blossom sighed and rubbed the bridge of her nose. “I think I see the

problem, too.” She was an Arbora teacher, and rightfully should be inside doing something

more important, but had been dragged out here to give her opinion. Moon was out here just

because he was bored.Bramble and Blaze, both female Arbora hunters, flicked their spines in a

particularly disparaging way. Blaze said, “We’ve heard that before, Snap.”Snap shook water

and mud out of his frills, spraying Moon and Blossom. “This time I’m sure!” He took a deep

breath and went under again.Blossom brushed the mud off her scales and said, “I hope he’s

right about this. We don’t want to lose those lower platforms.”Moon ignored the mud and

absently raked his foot claws through the grass. They were on one of the colony tree’s higher

platforms, the great dark wall of the tree’s trunk looming behind them. The sunlight was green-

tinted from the spreading canopy hundreds of paces above their heads, and it held the other

wild mountain-trees at bay, so they formed a large clearing around the colony tree. The

platforms were made by intertwined branches and heavy vines and turns of windblown dirt,

now supporting gardens or fields or whole forests of smaller trees. This platform hadn’t been

replanted yet and was too overgrown with grasses and wild saplings to tell what it had once

been used for. Blossom thought it was too high up in the tree for root vegetables or orchards,

and that it might once have been a pleasure garden, with elaborate plantings and water

features. Now it was just waste ground, buzzing with clouds of gnats that hung in the humid

warm season air of the suspended forest. Whatever this platform had once been, Snap, one of

the Arbora in charge of the colony tree’s ancient, extensive, and recalcitrant drainage system,

thought the pond here was a key element in the blockages they were trying to clear.Moon just

wished there was something to do that was a little more distracting.He looked up and realized

that everyone was staring at him sympathetically. Blossom smiled. “They’ll be back soon.”Moon

tried not to twitch at being read so easily. He said, “I’m not worried.” Jade had taken not only

Chime but her clutchmate Balm, plus Song and Root, all of whom were Moon’s best friends in

the court. She had taken Coil, one of the reigning queen Pearl’s warriors, with her as well, but

Moon wasn’t attached to him. When they had first left, it had been easier to resign himself to



missing them. Now that he was expecting them back any day, he was just restless and

impatient.Then Bramble said, “Hey, how long has he been down there?”Moon glanced at the

water, where a few bubbles broke the surface. Too few bubbles.Blossom’s eyes widened in

horror. She dove in head first and Moon jumped in after her.The pond was deeper than it

looked, the water clouded and muddy. Moon followed the thrashing down to the bottom and

found Blossom in the process of extracting a struggling Snap from a hole in the wall of the

pond. All Moon could see was churning mud and struggling bodies. He caught hold of a root

and felt Blossom’s claws rip at a bundle of smaller roots and debris jammed into a channel

outlet. The bundle must have trapped one of Snap’s arms. Blossom had managed to loosen

the debris and partly drag it out of the channel, but Snap still struggled to free himself. Moon

used his longer reach to work his way further down the channel, got a better grip on the roots,

and wrenched backward at the same time as Blossom.The obstruction came loose with a rush

of more muddy water, and all three of them shot to the surface. Moon shook mud out of his

head frills to find Bramble crouched on the edge of the bank, hissing urgently at him. “Moon,

Moon, stay down!”He blinked at her, but sunk lower down into the water so most of his head

was concealed. Snap coughed and sputtered as Blossom dragged him up onto the bank. “You

idiot,” she said, shaking off the root tendrils trapped in her spines. “You could have—”Blaze,

standing and facing away from the pond, hissed at her to be quiet. Moon lifted up just enough

to get a view past her.Five strange warriors and a queen were landing on the platform about

thirty paces away. Moon hissed under his breath and sunk further down under the water, so

only the top of his head and his muddy frills were visible. What a time for visitors to arrive.

Consorts were expected to behave in certain ways, which didn’t include sloshing around in

muddy ponds clearing drains.The group wasn’t attempting to approach the pond. Raksuran

etiquette demanded that strangers be greeted by a female warrior, so they were politely

ignoring the two hunters and Blossom, who had just punched Snap in the stomach, apparently

to help him bring up the last of the muddy water he had swallowed.Two warriors from Indigo

Cloud’s patrol circled and then dropped toward the platform. They landed at an angle so the

visitors turned toward them and away from the pond. It was Serene and Sand, both warriors of

Jade’s faction, and their slightly fixed expressions told Moon they knew he was here.Moon

debated staying underwater, but as the only Aeriat who had matte black scales, consorts were

distinctive. It was much harder to tell the difference between a consort and a warrior in their

groundling forms, and Moon’s clothes wouldn’t betray him either. He had come out here

expecting to help with the work, so was wearing an old pair of pants cut off at the knees due to

the acidic red mud patches on the lower garden platforms, and a light-colored shirt with tears

and stains acquired while playing with the kids. And he had left his consort’s jewelry in his

bower. He decided to chance it, and shifted to groundling.Bramble edged sideways as Moon

pulled himself out of the pond, sitting where she could partially block the strangers’ view of him.

Moon crouched on the bank to wring the muddy water out of his shirt, keeping his head down.

Serene had just shifted to groundling to greet the strangers, and was young enough to show

her nervousness at the responsibility. She had the coppery skin and reddish curly hair that ran

in one of the Indigo Cloud bloodlines. She was dressed in a light shirt and pants, wearing only

some copper bead jewelry, but then she obviously hadn’t expected to be doing this when she

had come out this morning. “I’m Serene, of Indigo Cloud.”The foreign queen was young too,

with emerald green scales and a gold web overlay. Her jewelry was moderately impressive,

with a belt and pectoral that were all polished opals to keep from competing with the brightness

of her scales. There were three female warriors in the group, all larger and more physically

impressive than Serene. One stepped forward and said, “I’m Muse, of Ocean Winter. Our



daughter queen has come to greet your queens, and to discuss trading between our

courts.”Moon froze. Ocean Winter? Bramble hissed in surprise. Blossom and Snap stared,

startled. Blaze turned to Moon, drawing breath to speak, but Blossom thumped her in the

shoulder and she subsided. Sand looked confused, and Serene frowned, and started to say,

“But our sister queen—”Moon caught her eye and gave one sharp shake of his head. Serene

swallowed the words and finished with, “—is not here, today, and—But of course our reigning

queen will greet you, if you follow us to our greeting hall.”Muse consulted her queen with a

look, got a nod, and told Serene. “We’re happy to follow you.”Serene and Sand leapt into flight

and the Ocean Winter group followed. They all flapped up to catch a draft and ride it down

toward the knothole of the colony tree.The Arbora all turned to Moon at once. Blossom

whispered, “What does it mean? Are they lying about what court they come from?”Bramble’s

spines rippled worriedly. “Maybe they left before Jade arrived.”The timing was wrong. Unless

this group had been making a tour of foreign courts, or had decided to sit out in the forest for

days, that just didn’t make sense. Moon pushed to his feet. “Get back inside. Pass the word to

the others, tell the Arbora to get off the platforms for now, and warn the warriors that something

might be wrong.”The visitors had reached the knothole and disappeared inside it. Moon shifted,

bounded off the edge of the platform, and snapped his wings out.A few flaps took him down to

one of the largest platforms, tucked up against the trunk of the tree. When they had first arrived

here it had been a weedy overgrown plot of encroaching jungle. Now it was covered with neat

beds filled with roots, berry vines, and tea plants. There weren’t any Arbora working out here

today, most of their efforts being concentrated on the other still overgrown platforms. The

bridges and ladder structures all connected here, since it had a doorway into the trunk. During

the day while the Arbora were out working, the heavy wooden plug that sealed it would be

open.Moon took the paths through the beds and bounded through the round doorway. The

young soldier who sat nearby on guard duty leapt to her feet and hissed in reflex. “Something

wrong, consort?”Moon paused to say, “A daughter queen from Ocean Winter just arrived to talk

about trade with us.”She stared. “But … Oh.” Her expression went grim as she realized the

possible implications. “I’ll send someone to tell Knell!”“Tell Stone, too!” Moon had already

turned away, headed down the nearest passage into the colony. He was tempted to look for

Stone first, but he knew if he didn’t go straight to Pearl she would be furious. And he needed

Pearl’s temper working for him right now instead of against him.He took the back way up, half-

climbing, half-leaping up one of the winding stairs that paralleled the central well, past the

carvings formed out of the smooth wood, detailed depictions of plants, huge landscapes,

stylized images of the wind, of Aeriat in flight or battle or Arbora at work. He went all the way

up to the passages that joined the queens’ and consorts’ levels. There was a back way into

Pearl’s bower from here, though Moon was reluctant to use it. He didn’t like using the front way

that led from the queens’ hall either, but he didn’t want to risk being seen by the visitors yet.He

took the back passage into Pearl’s territory, shifting to groundling as he passed the carved arch

of intertwined warriors and Arbora that guarded the anteroom. This was only the second or

third time he had seen these rooms, but he didn’t take the time to look around.He stopped in

the doorway of the main room, which held a lavish bathing pool and in the back, a large

hanging bed draped with fine fabrics. Pearl sat in the center of the room, near the hearth bowl,

on a pallet of furs and cushions. She was in her winged form, not her Arbora form, so she

wasn’t all that relaxed, despite appearances. It made it much less awkward that she wasn’t

alone. Her new consort Ember sat beside the hearth, pouring out tea, and some warriors sat

nearby, Drift, Floret, and a few others. But not River.Moon cleared his throat, which was as

close as Raksura got to the groundling customs of knocking or clapping your hands or



stamping a foot to request entrance to someone else’s space. He knew Pearl wasn’t going to

like the fact that he was wet and muddy, but he didn’t care.Everyone in the room stared at him.

The warriors’ expressions ranged from dubious to anticipatory amusement. Ember just set the

teapot down and looked worried. Pearl flicked a spine in annoyance. Her scales were brilliant

gold, overlaid with a webbed pattern of deepest indigo blue. The frilled mane behind her head

was like a golden sunburst, and there were more frills on the tips of her folded wings, and on

the triangle-shape at the end of her tail. She eyed Moon. “What have you done?”Moon stepped

further inside. “A daughter queen from Ocean Winter just arrived.”He didn’t have to explain

what that meant. Pearl’s spines flared and she uncoiled and came to her feet in one motion.

“With what news?”Moon said, “They said they were here to talk about trade.”Floret hissed in

realization, and the other warriors stirred uneasily, the amusement giving way to confusion.

Pearl’s spines twitched in suspicion and speculation. Moon felt a rush of relief that he didn’t

have to explain the implications. Pearl was so deliberately difficult at times, it was hard to

remember that she was a battle-hardened reigning queen. Pearl said, “Someone send to the

Arbora, tell the ones working outside to come in—”“I did that already,” Moon interrupted, then

wished he could swallow the words. Surely there was a more diplomatic way to say it, but he

had no idea what it was. Drift, pushing to his feet to take the message, froze.Pearl hissed in

reflex, then flicked her spines again. “Did the strangers see you?”“No. Serene greeted them

—”Footsteps pattered behind him as Heart, the chief of the mentors, arrived in a rush, sliding

to a halt when she saw Moon. She was young for her position in the colony, and was a

particularly beautiful Arbora, with dark amber skin and bronze-colored hair in her groundling

form. Moon finished, “I tried to signal her not to mention Jade. I think she understood.”Heart

said, “She did. No one’s said anything. The Ocean Winter warriors are acting as if nothing’s

wrong, as if …” She hesitated, threw a glance at Moon. “As if Jade and the others never got

there.”More noise in the passage as Knell and Vine arrived, both hastily shifting to groundling

as they saw Pearl. Knell was one of Chime’s clutchmates, though he didn’t much resemble

Chime. His groundling form had dark hair and his skin was more brown than bronze. To Moon’s

relief, Stone shouldered past them. He stepped up next to Moon, but didn’t say anything, just

watched Pearl. Like Moon, he was lean and tall, and a consort, but unlike Moon he was very

old, though his groundling form didn’t necessarily show it, unless you knew what it meant when

the color of Raksuran groundling skin faded to gray. He had one bad eye, partially blinded by a

white haze across the pupil.“Did the foreign queen bring a consort this time?” Pearl stepped

around the cushions, her claws clicking on the polished wood floor.“No. But she’s young,” Heart

said. “The Ocean Winter daughter queen. Younger than Jade. Maybe she doesn’t have one

yet.”Pearl hissed under her breath. “Has there been any word from the patrols?”Knell said, “No

one’s reported anything unusual.”Vine added, “I was just out there. All the Aeriat patrols are

circling the clearing. No one’s missing.”Pearl turned to Floret. “You and Vine get out there, take

the patrols and make a search of the area outside the clearing. Don’t be obvious about

it.”Floret gave her a nod and hurried out with Vine. Moon twitched, wanting to follow, but he

couldn’t be in two places at once.“But why would Ocean Winter want to war with us?” Ember

said. He was young, delicate, and perfect, where Moon was gawky, awkward, and strange. He

had stayed seated on the cushions, and set the teapot aside. “They’re an ally with Sunset

Water and Emerald Twilight, too. We’re also tied to Opal Night, and all their allies. It doesn’t

make sense.”Pearl tilted her head in acknowledgement, which Moon was glad to see. Ember

had a better understanding of court politics in the Reaches than anyone else in Indigo Cloud.

Pearl said, “We’ll see what they say when I greet them.” She nodded to Stone. “I’ll want you

there. And you,” she added to Moon, while he was frantically groping for a good reason to



include himself in the group. She eyed him with disfavor. “Just clean yourself up first.”Moon

raced up to his bower, jumped in and out of the bathing pool, and threw on a good set of

clothes. The shirt and pants were black, because that was easier to match jewel colors with

and consorts often wore dark colors. He added the sash with the red woven through it and his

consort’s bracelet and had to fight down a surge of despair. Don’t panic. You don’t know

anything yet.He made it down to the consorts’ passage to the queens’ hall, a small chamber

with walls carved with scenes of Arbora building platform bridges in the suspended forest,

framed by towering mountain-trees. It was meant to be a private retiring room for consorts,

where they could compose themselves before joining any gathering in the larger hall beyond.

Moon found Stone waiting there, his head cocked to listen. He hadn’t bothered to change

clothes, or put on jewelry, but then he never did. Stone said quietly, “They just got up

here.”Moon nodded. He could hear a faint murmur of voices, Serene making polite stilted small

talk with Muse, the Ocean Winter warrior. It was Serene’s first time to greet visitors from

another court, and it must be even more nerve-racking to do it under these circumstances.

Moon whispered, “Aren’t you going to tell me it’s nothing, that they’re fine? That one of the

warriors got hurt, and it delayed them?”“After twenty days?” Stone snorted derisively. “Not

likely.” But he gave Moon’s shoulder a rough nudge. “Whatever happened, Jade can handle

it.”That was what was worrying Moon. That whatever it was, Jade hadn’t managed to deal with

it and return yet.Ember came down the steps into the passage. He had changed clothes too,

though there had been nothing wrong with the ones he had been wearing. He said softly,

“Pearl is about to come out.” Watching Moon with sympathy, he added, “I’m sure they’re

fine.”Moon took that in the spirit that it was meant and just nodded tightly. Stone didn’t

acknowledge Ember at all, and Ember just eyed him warily and didn’t say anything. It wasn’t

that Stone didn’t like Ember, so much as that he was completely indifferent to Ember’s

existence.They heard Pearl’s voice as she came out of her bower into the queens’ hall. Ember

slipped past Moon, waited exactly long enough at the entrance, then stepped into the hall.

Moon didn’t need to see to know Ember had arrived at the seating area at precisely the same

moment as Pearl without appearing to hurry, and was now seated gracefully on a cushion

behind her. Usually Moon got to witness this performance, since Jade as sister queen was

supposed to greet visiting queens first, and Moon would have been out there with her.Stone

waited a moment to give Ember time to get seated, then started out. Moon followed.Moon

usually found it awkward and unnerving, even when Jade was here, to walk out into the hall

under the scrutiny of a foreign queen. Now he was just impatient. One side of the queens’ hall

looked out into the colony tree’s central well, with the open gallery of the consort level above it.

There was a fountain against the inner wall that fell down to a shallow pool, and above it a

huge sculpture of a queen with outspread wings stretched out across the walls to circle the

entire chamber, meeting tip to tip. The queen’s scales, set with polished sunstones, glinted

faintly in the soft light.On the ring of cushions facing the Ocean Winter queen and her warriors

were Pearl, Ember, and Heart, with several of Pearl’s favored warriors scattered behind her.As

Moon took one of the cushions behind Stone, he caught the Ocean Winter queen eyeing him

surreptitiously. Moon set his jaw and didn’t snarl. He could hear faint sounds echoing up from

below, the voices of the Arbora and warriors, louder than usual at this time because everyone

had been called inside.Pearl introduced him. “Moon of Opal Night, first consort to Jade, our

sister queen.” She tilted her head to indicate the foreign queen. “Garnet, daughter queen of

Ocean Winter.”Garnet inclined her head, and betrayed a trace of nerves as she settled her

spines. She said, “We came primarily to continue the talk of trade begun during the earlier visit

by our sister queen. We heard from her that you were interested in trading for seedlings and



grains. We have those in abundance, but we are a small court and lack—”“Is that the only

reason you came?” Pearl interrupted.Garnet frowned, and her warriors tensed, startled. “We

also want to formalize our alliance. We heard from other courts you were much interested in

trading partners.”“Which courts?”“Sunset Water, to name one.” Garnet flattened her spines in

an effort of self-control. “If that information was not meant to be shared, I apologize.” She

hesitated, then admitted, “But we also wish to begin trade as soon as possible. We have more

crops than we know what to do with but very little woven cloth.”Pearl sat back, flicked a spine.

“Why didn’t you bring a consort?”Garnet’s spines stiffened in offense, but she kept her voice

under control. “I haven’t taken one yet.” Her gaze went from Pearl to Stone and Moon, to Heart,

as if she was realizing that there might be something to their attitude besides the usual

structured rudeness of a strange court. “What is this? If you have changed your minds about

an alliance between our courts—”Calmly, Pearl said, “If you’re lying, I’ll rip you apart.”Garnet

surged to her feet and snarled, “Try it.”Moon moved before he knew he meant to, shoved to his

feet and shifted to his winged form in one motion. His spines flared, his wings half extended,

his snarl echoed through the open well of the tree.Heart, the warriors, and Ember flinched in

startled reflex. Stone didn’t move, and neither did Pearl. Garnet’s spines shivered in reaction.

Her gaze went from Moon to Pearl, now more shocked than angry. She said, “What is it? Lying

about what?” Her voice was rough.Moon growled low in his throat. She’s playacting. But deep

in his heart, he knew a Raksuran queen that young could easily fake anger, but not the dismay

and frustration of the unjustly insulted.With the same lazy calm, Pearl said, “Moon, sit down

and be quiet.”Moon lashed his tail and sank down to sit again. After a moment he managed to

shift to his groundling form. Garnet took a deep breath and sat down as well, her gaze still fixed

on Pearl.His expression completely opaque, Stone said, “Tell her.”Beside Pearl, Heart said,

“Yes. I don’t think she’s lying.”One of Garnet’s warriors hissed, and Garnet quieted her with a

look. She regarded Pearl again, no less angry but a great deal less confused. “What do you

think we’ve done?”Pearl said, “Twenty days ago our sister queen, Jade, left for Ocean Winter

with five of her warriors to make arrangements for the trade alliance we had discussed when

your sister queen visited two changes of the month previously.”Garnet’s eyes narrowed.

“Twenty days … We left six days ago and saw nothing of them. How do I know this is true …?”

Her gaze went to Moon and the words trailed off.Moon didn’t know what he looked like, but it

must have convinced her. Garnet shook her head impatiently. “We haven’t seen your sister

queen. She did not arrive at our court before we left. I don’t know what proof I can offer.”Pearl

tilted her head thoughtfully. “Perhaps you wish to leave immediately, to return to your court to

ask if anyone has seen her.”Garnet didn’t fall for that. She said, “I assume that would only

confirm your suspicions. In your place, it would certainly confirm mine.” She hesitated, then

said, “You can keep me here as hostage, and send someone to our court to search.”Her

largest female warrior hissed a protest again, and actually reached to touch Garnet’s arm.

Garnet shook her off impatiently.Pearl flexed her claws, their jeweled sheaths catching the light.

But she said, “That is … wise of you.”Moon stirred in frustration, wanting to object or argue.

Even if we left for Ocean Winter now, they’ve had days to hide the evidence. But a reluctant

part of him found Garnet’s sincerity convincing.Garnet said, “All I can say is that Ocean Winter

wants and needs alliances and trade. There is no advantage we could get from attacking you.”

She flicked another look at Moon. “The regard your court is held in by Opal Night is well known.

Ocean Winter has no desire to make enemies.”Pearl eyed her for a long moment, and Garnet

didn’t flinch. Then Pearl flicked her claws. “If you will leave the hall for a time, we will discuss

our suspicions, and your generous offer.”Pearl sent Garnet and her warriors to the guest

quarters, with a guard of warriors and soldiers to watch them and make sure they stayed where



they were put. Bone, Bell, and Knell had arrived at the queens’ level by that point, and joined

the conference. Bone was the leader of the hunters’ caste, and his heavily muscled groundling

form showed the signs of age and past desperate encounters. He had white hair and an ashy

cast to his dark bronze skin, and a ring of old scar tissue around his neck where something

had once tried to bite his head off.Bell was another of Knell and Chime’s clutchmates, and the

leader of the Arbora teachers’ caste. He had the same dark hair and skin as Knell, and the

same height, but was a bit slimmer.They waited until Serene returned to report that the guests

were safely ensconced and had seemed to settle in without protest.Stone broke the uneasy

silence. “The foreign daughter queen was right. There’s no reason for them to attack us.”Moon

had gotten to his feet to pace. He had managed to stay in his groundling form, but he had to

move. Even though he wasn’t sure he believed it, he said, “They could take whatever they want

instead of trading for it.”“They don’t want the damn cloth.” Pearl’s voice was an annoyed growl.

“That’s just their excuse. They want an alliance.”Moon stopped to stare at her. “How do you

know?”Pearl flicked her claws at Ember, who said, “They’re a small court, and they’ve had

setbacks. They’ve had trouble getting consorts. Indigo Cloud is small and new to the Reaches,

but you already have two powerful allies.” He leaned forward. “It’s not what you have now that

they’re interested in. It’s what you’ll have in the future: consorts from Emerald Twilight’s and

Opal Night’s primary bloodlines.” Ember spread his hands. “It might be twenty turns before

there are young Indigo Cloud consorts available, but the suit of a queen from a longtime ally is

more likely to succeed. So they meant to become a longtime ally.”Moon shook his head and

walked to the edge of the hall, looking down into the central well. Spell-lights gleamed a warm

yellow-white from balconies and doorways all the way down to the greeting hall. Cool air flowed

up the well, laced with the scents of green plants and wet earth, clean water, bread baking,

and a myriad of Raksura. Not enough to even come close to filling the huge colony tree, but

there were a few more than there had been when they had first arrived here.He wanted Ocean

Winter to be guilty because then he would know exactly where Jade and the others were, and

it would only be a matter of finding a way to get to them. If Ocean Winter was innocent, then it

meant something had happened on the way there. And that meant the best chance was that

there was nothing left to find but bone fragments.Knell said, “We’ll know more when the patrols

send word. If it’s really just the Ocean Winter Queen and her five warriors, then there isn’t

much chance this is a trick.”Moon stepped off the edge of the platform, shifted and snapped

out his wings, and drifted all the way down.Moon ended up in the bottom of the tree, below the

Arbora’s work rooms and storage areas. The passages here were more cave-like, the walls

rough wood with no carving, the floors knobby and uneven underfoot. He was sitting on a

landing near the edge of an open channel that curved down a set of rough stairs. Water rushed

down it, mostly obscured by curtains of moss, then dropped to vanish into an enclosed pipe

which diverted waste water down into the roots. The water was drawn up naturally through the

tree, then tapped at various points to use for drinking and bathing. Most of it left the tree

through the waterfall that fell from the knothole, but some of it was diverted down here, for the

lower level bathing rooms and for flushing the latrines. When the drains worked the way they

were supposed to.The channel was flowing fast and the smell wasn’t obtrusive, though it

attracted gnats and beetles. There was no one else down here.A faint scrape from above was

his only warning. He looked up to see Stone’s big black winged formed snaking down the

stairwell, his claws catching in nooks and crannies. Stone’s winged form was far larger than

any other Raksura Moon had ever seen; tip to tip his wings were more than three times the

size of Moon’s twenty pace span. Raksuran queens and consorts grew larger and stronger as

they grew older, and as line grandfather to Indigo Cloud, Stone was very old. Stone sank down



onto the stairs and shifted all in one motion, flowing into his groundling form.Moon said, “Word

from the patrols?”“Not yet.” He sat down next to Moon. He was the closest thing Moon had ever

had to a father, the one responsible for finding Moon in the wilds of the east and bringing him

to Indigo Cloud.“I should have gone with her,” Moon said. He figured that was what Stone had

come down here to say, and he wanted to get it out there first.But Stone said, “We won’t know

that until we find them. Maybe you would have just been more of a hindrance than usual.”Moon

couldn’t handle optimism at the moment. And it didn’t sound as if Stone expected the patrols to

find Ocean Winter warriors lurking in the outskirts of the clearing, either. “You mean if they’re

dead, then it’s a good thing I’m still around to keep the alliance with Opal Night.” He didn’t even

know if that was true. He had no idea what happened to consorts whose queens died before

they made a clutch. It was the clutch that made a consort part of a court, not just being taken

by a queen.Stone hissed in more than his usual level of annoyance. “You’re good at feeling

sorry for yourself, but I don’t want to hear it just now.”Moon snarled and pushed to his feet.

Stone caught his arm and yanked him back down. Stone said, “The question is, are you going

to help me go after them?”Moon’s heart thumped. “Will Pearl try to stop me from going?”“Not

this time. This isn’t a normal situation, and there’s no daughter queen to lead the search.” Moon

knew his expression was dubious, and Stone gave him an exasperated look. “Pearl is Jade’s

birthqueen, remember?”Sometimes Moon didn’t remember it. It was hard to remember that

Pearl and Jade had been disagreeing on things long before Moon had come along, that

because they fought didn’t mean Pearl wanted Jade dead. His nomadic past had made him

used to thinking of relationships as temporary and fragile. “Who should we take with us?”Stone

frowned, but when he spoke it was clear he had already been making plans. “I want to bring

some hunters. Chances are whatever happened, it was when they camped for the night.

Hunters will be better at picking up trails and traces on the platforms.”Moon rubbed his eyes,

trying to banish all the images of what that “whatever” might be. The warriors he trusted most,

Chime, Balm, Song, and Root, were with Jade. “I want Floret and Vine.” They were

experienced at travel away from the court, and good fighters.Stone grunted agreement. “Keep

thinking. We’ll need twice as many warriors as Arbora, so they can switch out carrying duties.

And a mentor.”A mentor to scry for them and help find the way, and for healing. And to keep us

from falling into whatever trap caught Jade, Moon thought.Moon was climbing the back

stairway, on his way up to the queens’ hall, when River stepped out of a cross-passage.Moon

was in groundling form and had a moment to wonder if this was an ambush. It wouldn’t be the

first time. When Moon had first arrived at the court, he and River would have been happy to

see each other dead, and even though the dislike was no longer actively violent, they would

never be friends. Before Moon’s bloodline had been traced to Opal Night, River had made it

plain that he thought a feral solitary of a consort was bad for the court and a waste of Jade’s

time. But it couldn’t be an ambush now; River was in groundling form too, tall and slim with

coppery skin and dark hair, and he was alone.Queens took warrior lovers all the time, but Pearl

had turned River away because he had, for many turns, taken the place of a consort. Now that

she had a real consort again, there was no place for River. He was still in Pearl’s faction, but he

seemed to have lost much of his status in the court. The politics of status between warriors of

different factions and alliances within the court was more difficult to navigate than interactions

between any species Moon had ever encountered before, and he still didn’t completely

understand it.“What?” Moon demanded. River had clearly been lying in wait here for him,

knowing Moon tended to take this secluded stairwell that led up through the bowers when he

wanted to avoid the central well.River said, “I want to go with you. To look for Jade and the

others.” As Moon stared, he added, “You know why.”“I don’t know why. I don’t think about you, I



don’t care about you, nobody does.”That wasn’t meant to refer to the end of River’s time in

Pearl’s bed, but River clearly took it that way. River’s voice tightened, and he said, “I have more

experience than the others. I’m a better choice.”Pearl had sent River to follow them to the

freshwater sea, on the trip to recapture the colony tree’s seed, and he had come with them to

the leviathan. They had been in a great deal of danger and all the warriors involved had proved

themselves under pressure. Floret and Vine had gone on that trip too, which was why Moon

wanted them now. Drift had been there as well, but Moon hated him worse than River. He said,

“It’ll be a good chance to give the others some experience.”River hissed in derision. “You’re

going to trust Jade’s life to idiots who have never left the court before?”“Better idiots than you,”

Moon said, but River’s assumption that Jade was alive made his heart pound a little faster. It

was stupid, since River knew no more about what had happened than anyone else, but it still

made Moon feel better.River snapped, “You know you can trust me to fight for the court. That’s

all that should matter.” He hesitated, then set his jaw as if it took effort to get the next words

out. “If I’m passed over, everyone will know that I’m nothing in this court.”Moon rubbed the

bridge of his nose, and managed not to say that was River’s own fault for trading so much on

his relationship with Pearl that too many of the other warriors were happy to see him lose

status. He hated River and River hated him, but they had fought together before, and River had

argued, but never refused to obey Jade. And after their trip through the leviathan’s insides,

Moon knew River wouldn’t break when confronted with the unexpected.
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C. Bonorris, “Utterly fantastic: a world you will never want to leave. How wonderful to sink

myself once again into Martha Wells' delightfully rich and layered world building of the

Raksura, a universe which seamlessly blends both science fiction and fantasy elements. In The

Falling World, Moon shows his increasing mastery of complicated court traditions and politics

(and his still somewhat obtuse and bullheaded approach to Raksuran interactions that so

delighted me in previous novels.) When Jade and Chime, et alia disappear on a routine trading

mission, Moon, Stone and crew hare off on a search and rescue mission that is the best kind

of flying road trip, and find something absolutely astonishing.The second piece is a novella in

which we finally learn the full backstory of how Indigo "stole" Cloud, in a nice untwisting of the

damsel trope. One of the things I adore about the Raksura novels is how customary gender

relations do not apply in their culture. Another is how the byzantine dance of court diplomacy
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can avoid bloodshed in the right claws. Brilliant!In addition, there are short stories such The

Forest Boy, and if anyone was wondering how tiny Moon survived as a fledgling without a

family, this is one such story, where he finds, for a short while, a home. Once again the

microcosm is complete and satisfying, and your heart will ache for young Moon and his friends

and the confusions of growing up. Also included is the story of when Chime, to his profound

dismay, first shifts into an Aeriat. Oh, Chime.I cannot recommend this volume highly enough.”

Skuldren, “A Great Dose of Escapist Fantasy. The Books of the Raksura is a fantastical fantasy

series where nothing is normal and everything is strange and new. I fell in love with the first

book and eagerly devoured the next two. When author Martha Wells announced that her next

two Raksura books would be short story collections, I was trepidatious. Could my thirst for new

Raksura adventures be quenched by anything less than a full novel? The answer is yes.Stories

of the Raksura: Volume One is a collection of two novellas and two short stories all set in the

strange realm of the Three Worlds. Fans of the series will find plenty to love in this collection as

it revisits familiar characters and sheds light on new ones that helped form their past. The

stories recapture that recipe for escapism. These are tales that plummet readers into bizarre

worlds with rich settings and characters. There are no humans to be found in the Three Worlds.

Instead, it’s a place of exotic imagination and relaxing escape.The first story in the book is a 92

page novella entitled “The Falling World”. In it, Moon explores a mysterious city in search of

Jade who has gone missing. There are monsters, wizards and lots of exploration. Plus Moon is

not alone in his journey. He’s joined by Stone as well as a host of other Raksura who all play

various parts. Slipping into the story, it felt just like old times with the same level of unusual,

fascinating environments and peculiar characters. It’s a great way to start the book.Following

that is another novella, “The Tale of Indigo and Cloud”, which runs 58 pages. Unlike the first

novella and, for that matter, the three books that preceded this one, this story is set in the past

and revolves around a new cast. The main character is Cerise, the queen of Umber Shadow. In

it, she must deal with a delicate political situation. While on a diplomatic mission to another

court, Cerise’s youngest sister queen Indigo up and decided to steal a consort. Unravelling the

truth of what happened, and dealing with the retaliations from the Emerald Twilight court,

Cerise must walk a twisting line to prevent all out war. The backdrop for the whole tale is how

the Indigo Cloud court came to be. There is also a glimpse of Stone as a mere fledgling, a

deeper look into Raksura court politics, and a wider view of Raksuran culture. With the tension,

the romantic plotline, and the historical context, it makes for a very fun story. The end even ties

it all back to the present, bringing in Moon and the current Indigo Cloud court.“The Forest Boy”

is the first of two short stories included in this collection. Like the previous story, it takes a look

back at the past and uses a new character as the central figure. Tren is a twelve year old Mirani

living on the edge of a settlement with a foster family. He and his close friend Lua explore a

nearby trash heap as they look for salvage. There they find a very young Moon stuck in a

hunter’s trap. The tale explores the children’s interactions with each other, how they become

friends and then become distant and disgruntled. It takes a look at groundlings and Moon’s

childhood while telling a story of how jealousy can tear friendships apart.“Adaptation” wraps

the book up yet another prequel story. This one stars Chime and covers his transformation into

a warrior. It highlights his initial struggle with the change and the turmoil in instilled in the rest

of the court. Both of the short stories go by pretty quick with them being only 15 and 16 pages

long. Still, they’re fun stories and reveal some interesting parts of the character’s past. Adding

to the book is an updated 10 page appendix of terms and court hierarchy.Overall, if you’re a fan

of the previous books in the series, you’ll definitely want to pick up Stories of the Raksura:



Volume One. For those who have not read any of the books in the series, this might be a good

opportunity to get acquainted with the characters and the world within. Either way, I thoroughly

enjoyed the book and look forward to Stories of the Raksura: Volume Two. I give this one a five

out of five.”

Simbosan, “Great stories. But I'm not paying this much for a short story I'm afraid. I love the

books but when a novella costs twice as much as a novel I think twice before buying.”

lynda howarth, “Five Stars. Great stories”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Five Stars. A brilliant read, I really like the Raksura.”

Richard Wheat, “Enjoyable story - well written. Would have given it five stars except I found the

plot a little strange. I enjoyed the story, I think it's worth having a read.”

The book by Martha Wells has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 278 people have provided feedback.

Cover Praise for Martha Wells and the Books of the Raksura Title Copyright Contents The

Falling World The Tale of Indigo and Cloud The Forest Boy Adaptation Appendices
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